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STOCKHOLM DANSFILMFESTIVAL 5 YEARS
Welcome to Stockholm Dansfilmfestival 2019! We are celebrating five
years as a dance film festival and proudly present to you our 5th annual
program. In this year’s program we visit people, their lives and cultures.
We take part of what dance can signify and how it can be knit into one’s
life. The films throw us into different realities, sometimes speculative,
sometimes factual, and leave us in a reflective state where dance and film
are interconnected around the phenomenon that is our society.
This program will give you the full credits and information to all movies in
the festival.

With love,
Sara Andrén, Adam Seid Tahir, Yari Stilo, Nelly Zagora
Organizers and curators
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Opening Night
We open the festival with a meditation on aesthetics. Moving slowly
between gallery, studio and Karlaplan we delve into the materiality of
time. Witnessing bodies gliding, twitching, meeting and transforming into
new structures of matter.
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Clusters I and II
a film by Anna Pehrsson and Thomas Zamolo

Dance film
29’ | color | 25 May 2019
Sweden
Directors: Anna Pehrsson and Thomas Zamolo
Choreographer: Anna Pehrsson
Photographer and Editor: Thomas Zamolo
Writer: Agnieszka Dlugoszewska
Dancers: Rachel Tess, Agnieszka Dlugoszewska,
Anna Pehrsson
Music: Franz Edvard Cedrins

Clusters I ( a solo for dancer Rachel Tess ) and II ( a duet for dancers Agnieszka
Dlugoszewska and Anna Pehrsson ) organise bodies into movement objects-circuits of
energies, vibrations and flows where the gap between the problem and its solution
becomes the dance. Slowly gliding through, in-between and outside of themselves
and each other, these bodies are partly in symbiosis and partly out of reach. The
work meets the audience as an ongoing meditation on proximity and intimacy, an
invitation to other ways of being together.
https://www.annapehrsson.com
https://www.thomaszamolo.com

What are the energetic waves that you pick up from this dance?
Where would you place yourself in this room with this dance? At a proximity? At a distance?
What song would you hum to yourself ?
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Square of the Star
a film by Karl-Oskar Gustafsson
Dance film
10’ | color | 2018
Sweden
Participating: Alexandra Cxarnecki Plaude, Anna Sörenson, Amanda Hagberg, Ebba Stymne, Julia
Karus, Lena Shattenberg, Mireia Pinot, Milla Bergh, Monica Lagerström, Petrus Isaksson, Sara
Lindström, Sam Landare, Tuija Liikkanen, Viktor Nordenskiöld, Åsa Back.
Director: Karl-Oskar Gustafsson
Photographer: Edvard Stokstad, Erik Lindeberg
Drone: Henrik Jensen
Editing: Simon Carlgren, Karl-Oskar Gustafsson
First directors assistant: Julia Dinome
Sound design: Tanya Byrne
Production assistent: Mohammed El Majdalawi
Catering: Amra Heco, Sana S Heco
Titel Design: Alba Lange
Thanks to Eli Bö, Hanne Hee Lange, Josua Enblom, Karin Weiborg, Lotta Olsson, Lisa Ambjörn, Yari
Stilo
Musik:
Overture (For Other Halfs)
Music: Brian McBride (C)
Embassy Music Corporation.
Courtesy of Editions Wilhelm Hansen

"When is a meeting really over?
What do I carry with me and what did I leave behind?”
Tuijja, participant of Square of the Star
In a big circular square in Stockholm, people are moving around the fountain like
planets in orbits revolving the sun. To change orbits the participants need to twirl
around each other, meaning full eye contact. They are later interviewed about their
experience. The director Karl Oskar uses choreography to explore architectural and
emotional space in urban everyday life.
https://www.filmbasen.se/filmare/karl-oskar-gustafsson-0
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SKINNING/TRUE MESH/16:9 full time texture
a film by Nicole Neidert and Linnea Bågander

Dancefilm
8,21’ | color | 2019
Sweden

Creating surreal analog 3D
animation by combining
choreography, costume
design and film.
https://nicoleneidert.com
http://www.linneabagander.se/
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Mayfly
a film by Rebecca Björling and Lisa Cowling

Dance film
4,25’ | color
Sweden

Performer: Rebecca Björling
Camera: Lisa Cowling
Location: Kristofferskolan in Bromma, Stockholm, Sweden

- A celebration of the interchangeability of everything.
The short and spontaneous improvisation took place at the Circus Exhibition
PAPERSCAPES by Eduardo Cardozo Hidalgo (PER) and was filmed with a cellphone.
http://www.rebeccabjorling.com
http://www.lisacowling.com/Home/

Is the performer taking the paper on a journey or is it the other way around?
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Monitors
Continuous screening of films
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The Leftovers

A compilation of films that for different reasons didn't make it into the big screen
We asked all the films, that we didn’t select for the festival 2019, if they wanted to be shown
in a specific monitor in the foyer during the festival. The leftovers are films that situate the
festival in relation to what it is not. Recognizing other values than our own, we acknowledge
the precarious process of choosing that in the end forms the outcome of the program and the
festival as a whole.
We used three different ways to find films. The Swedish Open call where somebody in the
crew had to have a strong connection to Sweden, the International Call where we let our
network invite international artists to submit work and last we asked for specific films we
wanted to have. Here is an excerpt from our Swedish open call published on Filmfreeway.
“We encourage to submit films that are following their own specific quality measures, and we
will accept films that we think are relevant for the contemporary context of dance film. We are
looking for films that, for instance, address political issues, explore and investigate the body,
are immersing themselves into the materiality of dance or technology of film, have audience
appeal, or have other experimental approaches. However, none of these values are a must,
we also wish to receive films that enlarge our quality measures. There is no guideline
regarding technological standards or the year of release. We encourage submissions from all
people, regardless of background. With the idea of community building as well as being a
hub for knowledge to grow, we want to be a place for the local community to expand and
connect with the international context of dance film.”
Films in The Leftover compilation:
“Modern Movers" Lotte Twaalfhoven (2018, 4,30 minutes)
“Killing Annabella” Aman Bhanot (2018, 13 minutes)
“Breakout” Aravind Shanavaz (2019, 8,53 minutes)
“The Black Light 2” Anisa Abas (2018, 4,50 minutes)
“Make America Safe Again” Blanche Baker (2019, 18,41 minutes)
“Apple Melody” Mehdi Raz (2019, 29,23 minutes)
“Fly” Ulrika Wedin (2019, 11 minutes)
“Dreamscape” Hugo Lönnborg (2019, 8,1 minutes)
“Back2Zero” Rain Kencana (2018, 2,15 minutes)
“Burning Water” Henriëtte Robert (2019, 8,31 minutes)
“becoming a goldfish” Paulina Hallencreutz (2019, 1,55 minutes)
“Tangerine Dream” Hector Buenfil Palacios (2019, 7,10 minutes)
“Rivalry” Alexey Protsenko (2017, 4,27 minutes)
“It’s never failure, just different paths” Isabelle Ragnarsson (2018, 6,2 minutes)
“WATERMORPHOSIS” Lorenz Reisel, Sophie Henriksson, Chris Keller (2018, 4 minutes)
“The Serenade of the Street” Theresia Vigil Lundahl (2019, 4,30 minutes
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Antistoli (Counter-Uniform)
a film by Pantelis Makkas
Dance film
44’ | color | 10 June 2018
Greece
Concept, Research, Direction: Pantelis
Makkas
Choreography: Ageli Stelatou
Music Composition: Nikolas Tsalikis
Voice and singing: Anna Pangalou
Costumes: Ioanna Tsami
Cinematography: Olympa Mitilinaiou
Production Studio: Bauhaus
Co-production: ERT
55 performers are participating

"Counter-Uniform" is an artistic video reenactment of a historical event, the
murder of student Alexis Grigoropoulos
on December 6, 2008 by an armed
police officer. The incident triggered a
wave of nationwide indignation in
Greece and gave rise to unprecedented
riots, mainly the Athens, the “worst since
the restoration of democracy in 1974.”
Sixty performers clash, while the camera
minutely captures the violence, the
persons’ bodies, feelings and faces, the
overall ambience, the vibe, the fear, the dynamics of the crowd. With the help of a
high-speed camera (400 frames per second), Makkas transforms three minutes of
intense live action into a 45-minute single shot. Antistoli is structured as a slow-speed
presentation of a single shot, without any external intervention in the flow and the
development of the events and without editing.
www.pantelismakkas.com
Who owns history?
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GOOD TIDINGS
Short documentary
15’ | color | 2018
Italy
English subtitles

a film by Sebastiano Luca Insinga

Writer, dop, director: Sebastiano Luca Insinga
Producer: Paolo Borraccetti, Simone Cargnoni, Sebastiano
Luca Insinga
Editor: Sabino Parise
Sound design & mix: Philippe Gozlan
Assistant director: Simone Cargnoni
Assistant editor: Giorgia Pasolli
Vfx: Valerio Oss
Color grading: Pierpaolo Ferlaino
Set photographer: Simone Cargnoni
Production: Jump Cut
Associated production: Wasabi

Over the course of the last few years, countless boats have reached the shores of Sicily on the
Mediterranean sea, full of migrants. These boats are fleeing the radar controls, trying to
reach the European land, the 'promised land' for many people escaping harsh living
conditions.
On a summer night in August, Bochra arrived on the Sicilian shore of Torre Salsa, carrying
more than 100 people on board. The people quickly abandoned the boat and the beach,
while Bochra remained alone in the limbo
between sea and earth… until the tourists arrived.
-

Excuse me, but when is the eclipse?
What?
What are you doing here?
We're doing a documentary about this boat.
Ah!
You are not here for the eclipse?
No.
Is there anyone inside?
No, no.
Have you checked?
How long ago did it arrive?
Did you go inside?
Yes, we did
What is there inside?
Is there blood or other stuff?
I hope so!
Thanks, bye!

www.jumpcut.it

Good Tidings is also screened in Section I
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Text Messages from the Universe
a film by Richard James Allen
Dance film
62’ | color | 2019
Australia
Director and writer: Richard James Allen
Producer: Richard James Allen, Maria Stella-McKinney
Key Cast: Richard James Allen, Jay Bailey, Lily Bones,
Andrea Briody, Sonia Camara,
Bonnie Curtis, Emma Dulvey, Ryuichi Fujimura, Jan Bones
Gonscak,
Brayden Harry, Stephanie King, Dimitri Kleioris, Brianna Law, Catherine
Moore, Phillipa Mills, Ellena Nou, Xin Hui Ong, Karen Pearlman, Kathryn
Puie, Elizabeth Roberts, Sharlene Roberts, Elena Salerno, Lauren Scarcella,
Cassandra Spilling, Levente Szabo, Cydney Yeats.

'Text Messages from the Universe' is a film that immerses its audience in subjective
states of consciousness they might experience when they die. It imagines what they
can see and think and hear in a seamless but fragmentary flow of poetic images,
words, dance and music. It places the viewer in the position of going through a
journey into their own interior world of dreams and projections in which time and
space, and cause and effect logic, are turned on their heads.
'Text Messages from the Universe' is inspired by 'The Tibetan Book of the Dead', a text
which guides souls on their 49 day transmigration through the ‘Bardo’, or
intermediate state, between dying and rebirth. It also draws on the Yogic idea of the
seven Chakras, or psychic energy centres, in visualizing this odyssey of movement,
colour and consciousness.
www.physicaltv.com.au

What do you believe happens when you die?
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Section I
The festival starts with four quintessential dance
films. These films explore dance in relation to its
surrounding landscape and environment. Some
depart from an abstract theme, others develop
alternative narratives.
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Dance film
3,19’ | color | 4 June 2019
Denmark

LINN is a solo about hope, effort, persistence and achievement.
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the time it takes
a film by Katrina McPherson and Simon Fildes

Dance film
11’ | color | 2013
Scotland

Dance artists: Rosalind Masson, Simon Ellis, Dai Jian
Camera: Katrina McPherson
Editing: Simon Fildes
Music: David Lintern & James Weaver
1st A.D. & digital workflow: Sabine Klaus
Production Assistants: Ben Estabrook & Tanja London
Production Runner: Mairi Thomson
Seamstress: Ciorstaidh Monk
Colour grade: and mastering : Jim Allison
Dubbing mixer: John Cobban
Shot on location: Isle of South Uist, Outer Hebrides, Scotland
Funded by Creative Scotland creativescotland.com & Goat Media
go-at.co.uk
Directed and Produced by Katrina McPherson & Simon Fildes

the time it takes
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

arrive
live
make a land
find
fall
settle in
work
build
seize the day
journey
be happy
make a story
dance

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

pick up the pieces
laugh
sing a song
love
grow
bury the dead
lose
uncover the past
walk
imagine the future
leave
return

the time,
it takes
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Traces
a film by Nicola Hepp
Dance film
3,33’ | color | 4 December 2018
Netherlands

A man and a woman together alone in a relationship that seems to drain them both.
Is this the beginning of the end for them?
The film Traces takes its inspiration from Jason Mabana’s dance piece ‘Last Line’ which
he created for the Amsterdam School of the Arts in 2018. Director Nicola Hepp felt a
deep connection to his work and juxtaposed the movement material with ideas of
representing a failing relationship. The underlying sense of time, rush and fragility
informs the viewer of the inherent sadness in this duet.
Dance: Gina Aussen and Luc de Raad
Choreography: Jason Mabana
Camera, edit and grading: Alessio Reedijk
Camera assistant: Esther Murdock
Runner: Maxime Abbenhues
Music: Koen van Baal
Violin: Marieke de Bruijn
Viola: Vera van der Bie
Cello: Jos Teeken
Soundmix: Good Sounds
Directed and edited by Nicola Hepp

http://www.nicolahepp.com

https://www.jasonmabanadance.com/last-line
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Blind Dancer
a film by Maria Lloyd
Fiction and Documentary hybrid
21,30’ | color | 10 June 2018
Norway and Belgium
Lisa: Hege Konstanse Finnset Eidseter
Said: Said Gharbi
Dancers: Maria Kolegova, Aymara Samira Parola, Milan Herich, Antonia Grove
Screen choreography
Maria Lloyd
Assistant choreographer
Antonia Grove
Choreography trembling dance
Said Gharbi
All choreographies are made in collaboration with the performers
Dance teacher Brussels: Ana Stegnar
Acrobat Brussels: Carlos Landaeta Meneses
Performers Oslo
Young Lisa: Hanna Maria Conradi
Man #01: Marius Kolbenstvedt
Man#02: Marcelino Martin Valiente
CREW

Lisa is a blind librarian from Oslo who can't stop
dancing. She accepts the challenge, to step out of
her comfort zone, leave her guide dog behind
and travel to Molenbeek in Brussels, to dance
with Said Gharbi, a blind, top trained,
professional Moroccan dancer.

Director: Maria Lloyd
Producer: Cecilie Bjørnaraa
Script: Maria Lloyd
D.O.P: Harald Paalgard
Camera assistant: Mattias Pollak
2nd camera: Magali Charrier
Editors : Magali Charrier, Maria Lloyd, Inge-Lise Langfeldt
Sound design and mix:Svenn Jakobsen
Music composed and performed by: Erland Dahlen
Recorded and mixed by: Bjarne Stensli
Grading and mastering:Fredrik Harreschou
Crew Belgium
Line production company: Picture the scene
Production manager: Olan Bowland
Location manager: Jonathan Ram
Sound engineer: Thibaut Darscotte
Sound assistant: Sebastien Lheureux
DIT: Jules Le Garroy-Simonot
Gaffer: Arnaud Hock
Best boy: Olivier Guillemain
Best boy: Bertrand Gevart

truefiction.no
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Section I
Here the films are negotiating between the
periphery and the centre of dance film. The body is
present either by its physical absence, or its digital
and heightened reality. The environment becomes
the central role of the film, giving space to the
choreography of the (missing) body.
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On and On
a film by Akihiko Taniguchi
Music video
5,30’ | color | 2016
Cyberspace

Music video to Cumhur Jay first album,
"Dyschronometria"
Label: HIGH:Controla / Subterfuge Records
highcontrola.com
Music produced by Cumhur Jay
Video produced by Akihiko Taniguchi
Avatar of Akihiko Taniguchi appears in the virtual space.
This avatar suddenly starts dancing to the music. However, artist Akihiko himself has
never danced.
It dances based on data downloaded from an online motion library. The movement of
someone in the past has made this avatar dance. And this avatar can be replicated
and has no real body. It is therefore possible to dance in the same place, penetrating
each other.
This work includes new ontology and body theory in virtual space. There are various
things gathered together due to their history. And it is a repetitive world that mimics
our real world as an entity without physical mass or body.
I want to ask you about your body after the internet.
This means that our bodies are often stimulated and responded to by sound of notifications
and vibrators when we have a smartphone that is always connected to the Internet in our
pocket.
I want to think of the Internet as a new choreographic object.
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INTERSTICE
a film by Andrew Thomas Huang
Dance film
10’ | color
USA

Featuring Flex artists Bones the Machine,
Slicc, & Brixx
Directed by: Andrew Thomas Huang
Producer: Sophia Rothbart
Executive Producers: Adam Joseph & Tom Berendsen
Cinematographer: Alexander Khudokon
Production Designer: Lauren Nikrooz
Costume Designers: threeASFOUR
Choreographer: Jason Akira Somma
Original Music by CFCF
Editor: Armen Hartootun
Visual Effects by Wolf & Crow
Special Effects & Fragrance Design by Stephen Dirkes
Helmet Designs by Savannah Wyatt & James Marsella

Probing the illusive boundary
itself, Interstice presents the veil as a selfcontained magic trick: a shapeshifting second
skin loaded wit h potential energy to
manipulate identities and temporal-spatial
dimensions that would otherwise be rendered
immeasurable in its absence. Interstice is an
attempt to pass through the veil that obscures
our collective vision to reach a space inbetween. An interstitial space.

Voice Talent:
“Tao Te Ching” read by James Lee
“Olive Tree” by Chyi Yu read by Mike Fu
Unit Production Manager: Francesca Consarino
Assistant Director: Dave Ebel
2nd Assistant Directors: Amanda Rodriguez & Blake Wilson
Assistant Camera: Barry Silverman
Gaffer: Smokey Nelson
Key Grips: Will Gottlieb & Garrett Cantrell
Grip & Electric: Zach Frank & Will Gottlieb
DIT: JJ del Rosario
Special Effects Assistant: Adam Maiolo
Art Assistants: Megan Kiantos, Jonathan Qualtere & Tim Ferro
Hair & Makeup Artist: Christyna Kay
Wardrobe Stylist: Sasha Sheehan
Production Assistants: Tyson White, Rebecca Tiernan, Dennis Nguyen, Lucca Galloway
Wolf & Crow:
Executive Producer: Kevin Shapiro
Compositors: Lindsey Fry, Cecilia Sweet-Coll & Martin Tzonev
Post Production Coordinator: Kitty Walsh
Sound Mix by Paul Seradarian
Sound Mix Studio provided by Shapeshifter Post Production
SPECIAL THANKS TO: Tom Berendsen, Casey Burry, Song Chong, Leanne Elliot, Sara Greco, Adam Joseph,
Mazdack Rassi, Sophia Rothbart, Kevin Shapiro

andrewthomashuang.com
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Short documentary
15’ | color | 2018
Italy
English subtitles

Also shown in the foyer in a monitor continuously during the festival
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Section II
These four films are related through slowness and
existential themes. Questions are raised from the
dance and its memories. The dissolution of time
reminds us of human fragility.
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USA

Performers:
Penny Collinson,
Anna Macdonald,
and Molly
Macdonald-Naylor
Text/Direction:
Anna Macdonald
and Mark Whitelaw
Editing:
Anna Macdonald
Camera operator:

Danny Williamson
Production:
Sam Heitzman

http://www.annamacdonaldart.co.uk/
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∞
a film by
Denislav Kanev and Zachary Chant
Dance film
03,20’ | color | 2018
Germany

Director - Denislav Kanev
Producer - De-Da Productions. Denislav Kanev & Zachary Chant
Performer - Ramon John
Music - Waldemar Martynel (J.S.Bach "The Goldberg Variations")

Drawing inspiration from Bach’s Goldberg variations, ∞ reflects upon the purity
of existence, and the cyclical, yet contradictory way in which life and death
lead to, and become one another.
https://www.de-da.com
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33 Questions
a film by Anton Valdbauer
Dance film
9,33’ | color | 28 march 2019
Country of origin: Sweden
Country of filming: Spain
Filmed on JVC Everio camera
Director, producer, writer: Anton Valdbauer
Key cast: Anton Valdbauer (Man), Alejandro Gaude Garcia (Child)

"All i know is that i know nothing"
This 2400 years old statement of Socrates applies perfectly to the idea behind my
movie.
No matter how much we search, think, wonder and explore, some questions are left
unanswered. Because behind each answer lies another question.
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Upp till dans
a film by Sara Lindström
Documentary
8.54’ | color |
Sweden

”The choreographer Sara

Lindström visits some of the people
that live in the elderly home at
Parkvägen in Österbybruk. A
movie about dance, music and the

The original title of the movie: På äldreboendet Parkvägen
Director and producer: Sara Lindström
Assistent Producer: Hedda Modig
big and small things in life.”
Production company: Sara Lindström enskilda firma
Edit: Sara Lindström
Photo: Sara lindström and Joakim Olsson
Sound mix: Manne Kjellander
Participants: Ove Stark, Lars Frisell, Peter Anderssen, Gun Wickholm, Marianne Rooth, Birger
Zettergren
Music: Fiolen Min
Music: Jon Öst
Lyrics: Tord Wetterberg (only in the 8.54 min version)
Tamacun
Music and lyrics: Rodrigo Y Gabriela
Klöversnoa
Musik: Ted Gärdestad
Text: Kenneth Gärdestad
Leende Guldbruna Ögon
Musik: Trad
Text: Olle Bergman

Koreografen Sara Lindström besöker
några av de boende på
äldreboendet Parkvägen i Österbybruk.
En film om dans, musik och de
stora och små sakerna i livet.

Horgalåten Från Hanebo
Musik och Text: Carl Jularbo
En Kvinna, En Man
Musik och Text: Vincent Ford
Svensk Text: Bo--Erik Rehnberg
Barndomshemmet
Musik: Trad
Text: KarlEwert Christenson
Cooperating production company: Sveriges
Television AB, Stockholm
Funded by: Konstnärsnämnden, Kulturrådet, Film Stockholm/Filmbasen, Kultur i Länet och Östhammars
Kommun.
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Section II
With visual storytelling, we are immersed in
listening, looking and sensing. We watch a
personal investigative play with surfaces and
small spaces. The section will culminate with a
disturbing tension.
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Blinktråd
a film by Elinor Tollerz Bratteby
Dance film
3,37’ | color | 31 december 2018
Sweden

Dansfilm från några ögonblick med blinkade trådar.
”Dance film from some moments with blinking threads”
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Cygnus
a film by Cara Hagan and Robert Uehlin
Dance film
6,14’ | color | July 2018
USA

Director, Choreographer, Performer: Cara Hagan
Director, Cinematographer, Editor: Robert Uehlin
Composer: Mike Wall - Composer

A short screendance filmed on location on Battle Lake, MN. Cygnus invites us to revel
in the beauty of the sunrise over calm waters as the moon slips behind the horizon. A
celebration of the earth, the body, and their kinship.
https://www.carahagan.net
https://robertuehlin.com

How is your breath during and after the film?
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Sisters
a film by Daphne Lucker and Rosita Wolkers
Dance film
15,2’ | color | 2018
The Netherlands

Director: Daphne Lucker
Written by: Rosita Wolkers
Producers: Jolijn van Rinsum, Thomas Mataheru, Divya Kohli
Cinematography: Casper van Oort
Editor: Tobias Cornelissen
Sound-Design: Roel Wildenburg
Composer: César Lüttger
Production Design: Lisa Berkhuysen

Three sisters grow up in a broken home. They are at each other’s mercy and survive
as long as they are together. But is their loving connection strong enough to endure
their gloomy surroundings?
https://www.hiddedevries.com/en/
Read about the creation process here:
https://cinesud.nl/nieuws-inspiratie/2019/case-study-sisters
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Section III
In this section dance visits the life of people, their
heritage and cultures. We see knowledge of dance
passed on through generations, the labor of dance in
the middle of Swedish nature and dance connecting
families.
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Documentary
22,51’ | color | 20 June 2019
Germany and Romania

Tican, the story between the man and the wicked. A documentary about love,
dance and music, freedom and prison
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Blånagla
a film by
Helena Byström, Jenny Vinterqvist, Anna Källblad
Dance film
9,52’ | color | 6 July 2019
Sweden

Key Cast: Conny Jansson (”Dancer 1”), Peter Lagergren (”Dancer 2”), Eivor Augustsson
(”Worker1”), Lars-Ola Augustsson (”Worker 2”), Gertrud Edlund (”Worker 3”), Staffan
Edstrand (”Worker 4”), Sture Forsberg (”Worker 5”), Olle Ingman (”Worker 6”), Anita
Jonson (”Worker 7”), Göran Lundberg (”Worker 8”), Elsy Strömgren (”Worker 9”)
Directors: Helena Byström, Jenny Vinterqvist, Anna Källblad
Cinematography, film edit: Jenny Vinterqvist
Choreographer: Anna Källblad
Music: Lisa Ullén
Researcher: Ann-Sofie Ingman
Producer: Helena Byström

Movements and memories, fused, from a life spent
working in a papermill factory, distilled and
embodied through music and dance.

Kommer din kropp ihåg ditt första arbete?
”Does your body remember your first work?”

https://blanagla.wordpress.com
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Dancing in Silk
a film by Magali An Berthon
Documentary
27,12’ | color | April 2019
USA

Writer and director: Magali An Berthon
Producer: Magali An Berthon
With a participation of Ateliers Monde
Main dancer: Khannia Ok
Director of Photography: Brett Jutkiewicz
Sound Recordist: Gordon Smith
Editor: Remi Buono
Post Production: Blue Fox Studio
Sound design: Carine Koleilat
Color grading: Lisa Fischer
Soundtrack: RJ Sin, Khmer Arts Academy,
Khmer Arts Academy Pinpeat ensemble

Since the early 1990s, the art of Khmer
classical ballet has found a new life in the
ethnic neighborhood of Cambodia Town in
Long Beach, California with the passion of
Sophiline Cheam Shapiro, master dancer and
survivor of the Khmer Rouge genocide. Today,
it is up to Khannia Ok, her protégé, to pass on
this knowledge to a new generation of
Cambodian-Americans, especially young girls,
who grew up far from their roots. With the
creation of a new show, students embark on a
transformative experience into their
Cambodian identity through movement,
costumes and community. .

https://dancinginsilk.com

Directors comment:
”Dancing in Silk offers a female gaze on a group of women at different stages of
their lives, learning, dancing, and sharing a common goal. Being myself a woman of
Vietnamese origins who grew up far from my roots, my encounter with Khannia Ok
and the young dance students at Khmer Arts has deeply resonated with my personal
experience and upbringing.”
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Section IV
In these films we meet unfamiliar characters
strongly affected by their peculiar environment.
Unusual meetings between nature, elements and
human needs create alternative universes.
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Platform 13
a film by
Camiel Zwart and Klaus Jürgens
Dance film
13,51’ | color | 3 April 2015
Netherlands and Belgium

Director: Camiel Zwart
Writers: Camiel Zwart and Klaus Jürgens
Producers: Sanne Cousijn and Camiel Zwart
Key Cast: Shintaro Oue, Angelle Peters, Kenzo Kusuda
Director of Photography: Martijn Cousijn
Editing: Joël Hielckert
Music: Rijndert van Woudenberg
Production Design: Barbara Kusmirak

Platform 13 tells the tragicomic story of a Japanese railway conductor. With his
equally strong as graceful movements he keeps the biggest crowds under
control. But than he ends up in his biggest nightmare: a strange new world, in
which he and his signals prove unnecessary.

Do you dare to stand your ground?
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I care
a film by Elin Osjord
Dance film
6,47’ | color | 14 January 2019
Norway
Director and producer: Elin Osjord
Key cast: Elisabeth Christine Holth

A woman moves through moments, in subtle ways responding and observing layers in
herself and her surroundings. Does her way of sensing belong?
A film poem to enjoy and reflect upon.

What is your relation to the different layers of our reality?
Do you care about sensing life with all your senses?
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Strange Birds
a film by
Helena Franzén and Håkan Jelk
Dance film
6,23’ | color | 4 December 2018
Sweden
Directors and writers: Helena Franzén and Håkan Jelk
Producer: Helena Franzén
Birdman 1: Ossi Niskala
Birdman 2: Ville Oinonen

There are lots of things that we cannot explain- and yet they happen… Strange Birds is
a danced roadmovie with two lonely men that happen to meet in a frosty landscape.
How did they end up there and do they dare to meet within a tango?
About things that happen without any reason but grows to something greater.

https://helenafranzen.se/
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ICEOLO
a film by
Brian Madika and Faramarz Gosheh
Dance film
8,29’ | color | 24 December 2018
Sweden
Director, writer and producer: Brian Madika
Cinematographer and producer: Faramarz Gosheh, Noorstudios
Music Composer (Original Score): Niklas Alexander Da Silva, Blac Noize
Movement Composer: Brian Madika
Set Designer: Frida Rådlund, Academy of Deisgn and Crafts
Costume Designer: Vilja Vitkute, Vilja Art
Key Cast: Julian Namroud (”Water”), Kamille Karpalovaite (”Heat”), Brian Madika (”Ice”), Paulina
Creola (”Soft Wind”), Anaï Sofie Ljungberg (”Hard Wind”
Associate Producer: Anette Taranto Fuller, Scenkonst Sörmland
Sound Design: Niklas Alexander Da Silva, Blacnoize
Sound Design: Tomas Nyman
Sound Design: Mikael Örtenheim
Special Sound Effects: Mikael Örtenheim
Vocal: Brian Madika
Additional Photo: Tony Hultén, Fresh Tea Films

A story told through movement and
cinematography with the aim of
highlighting the beauty of emotionality
rather than point on the issues that
divides and fractures us today.
The merge of an inner emotional battle
and a troublesome meeting between
the elements Ice, Heat and Water.
Due to toxicity in home-based area. The three are forced to an unknown field. A place
of risk. A place where nothing is safe or comfortable. The following element does not
feel relatable at all too them although the mission was to save them from their misery.
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Section IV
Here, we are following the trails left by people and
the history created during the past and present
times. Bodies are shaped, moved, missing and
punished. The state is present by its lack of
protection or disinterest. People move in masses and
in isolation.
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ANASA
a film by
Maja Zimmerlin and Thomas Delord

The right to breath and to feel the fall.
Earthquake.
Inside or outside.
A connection through matter and its
dissolution.
The earth, the stone, the sand, the sea.
Bodies. Connected.
Dry flowers pushing out from the sand.
Dissolving.
Filled bodies, unstoppable.
Earth bodies, floating inside or outside.
The right to exist, to simply be.

Do you regret being here right now?

Dance film
4,3’ | color
Greece

Artistic Direction: Maja Zimmerlin and Thomas Delord
Film and edit: Thomas Delord
Performed and created with: Antonio Terrones, Aurore Allo,
Lito Anastasopoulou, Kritonas Anastasopoulous, Zoé Leduc
Music: Maja Zimmerlin and Thomas Delord
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MASS
a film by
Fu Le and Adrien Gontier
Dance film
10’ | color | 15 January 2019
France

MASS is a 10 minutes single take video-dance shot in Paris. The project was framed
within the Danse en Seine's choreographic workshops, including 40 amateur dancers.
Images of the crowd appear more and more often and symbolize the current
upheavals all over the world, evoking alternately parties, migrations, manifestations,
gatherings or just the daily life of big cities. We thus work on the mass, with all the
drunkenness it can inspire. We confront the individual with crowd movements, in order
to observe how he resists or let himself immerse.
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On Animals and Cleaning
a film by
Zafire Vrba
Dance film
7’ | color | 27 April 2015
Germany and Sweden

Director, writer, producer: Zafire Vrba
Cinematographer: Dan Dansen
Fox: Mike
Peacock: Timothy McKeon
Pig: Sir Gay Ilaa
Goat: Björn
Wolf: Joshua Lerner
Dog: Father Louise
Donkey: Kiki Nicole

Sweden, like most countries, is built on fascism. In the first half of the 20th
century, Sweden was world-leader in eugenics, and provided the German
Nazis with “research” during the 2nd World War. The Swedish state sterilized
tens of thousands of people within their obsession with cleaning and hygiene.
Today, the fascist obsession with cleaning lives on. There are absurd designs in
Sweden that try to fool us to think that “less is more”, that there is such a thing
as “blond wood”, or that design, or even a line, can be “clean”.
On Animals and Cleaning brings up Sweden's dirty secrets through the absurd
performative act of cleaning. The film is based on a performance with the same
name.
Hur drabbas du av renhetshetsen?
”How are you affected by the obsession with cleanness?”
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Off
a film by
Kathryn Nusa Logan and Bita Bell

Dance film
6,15’ | color | 31 January 2019
USA
Directors: Kathryn Nusa Logan and Bita Bell
Performer: Bita Bell

Derived from the courageous stories of migration in boats and contradicted with the
derogatory term "FOB", Off is an exploration of bodies in misplacement. This film
makes palpable a vulnerable experience through the sensibilities and motions seen
on the skin, spine, hands, and feet. The camera creates a sense of ungrounding,
situation the body in a void. Off aims to create an emotional landscape through
physicalizing the cinematic experience in order to seize a deeper human connection.

Co- creator Bita Bell’s comment:
Our short dance film is based on the story of Malek: a Syrian girl who crossed the
sea on a boat to reach Europe.

What does it feel like to be safe in your
body, and for that body to be safe in a
country?
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Section V
This part of the section is dedicated to David Bloom,
and his trilogy "Sex & Space". We will show his
dance movie “Shapeshifters" (2016, 21 minutes).
David Bloom will talk about his experience as a
filmmaker and choreographer focusing on the
representation of the body and its connection to
voyeurism and bodily desires. His research has often
focused on the gap between how we perform our
sexual being in the digital age, and our authentic
connections to those around us. Questions around
transparency and relationships of power, gender,
desire, attraction, and repulsion within the structure
of artistic projects will be also part of the talk.
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Shapeshifters
a film by David Bloom
Dance film
21’ | color
Germany
Performers: Bishop Black, Jasko Fide, KAy Garnellen, Jiz Lee, Gala Vanting
Director of Photography: Roberto Duarte
Director, Choreographer, Editor, & Pianist: David Bloom

Part Three of the Sex & Space Trilogy. After two porn films with dancers, this is a
dance film with porn stars, where Jiz Lee, Gala Vanting, KAy Garnellen, Bishop Black,
& Jasko Fide talk about their performance practice & try out some contemporary
dance improv tasks. No sex or even nudity. Radical! The film focuses on the body, its
desires, and the social stigma around it.
https://davidbloom.info
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Section V
In the final part of the festival, we are invited into a
reflection on what it means to watch and be
watched. Who gets to watch and who decides how
we should watch. These four films deals with
questions about objectification inside of institutions
and the state.
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Isotropic Dreams
a film by Andrew Champlin

Dance film
8,23’ | color | 16 February 2019
USA and Sweden

ISOTROPIC DREAMS is a choreographic edit of the ballet studio environment where a
subject is diffracted, yet contained. Alone and with others, the subject looks for
meaning in a superficial world that furnishes strange desires. With high hopes, the
subject's work is constituted by opposing wishes: to be rid of the conditions of the
studio, and to never leave it.

What places remind you of past ambitions, which you no longer posses?
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Framed
a film by
Nora Lønnebotn Svendsgård

Dance film
4,35’ | black & white and color | 12 June 2019
Sweden
Director, producer, writer: Nora Lønnebotn Svendsgård
Performers: Léo Khebizi, Nora Lønnebotn Svendsgård

A film made intuitively from improvised material. During the time I made this film, I
was dealing with a lot of stress and trying to ignore the voices in my head.
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Jah Intervention
a film by
Welket Bungué and Daniel Santos
Dance film
16’ | color | 29 June 2019
Brazil, guinea Bisau, Portugal
Performer, director, producer, writer: Welket Bungué
Director of Photography, director, producer: Daniel Santos

Considering the research of the Brazilian Forum of Public Security (2017), Black
people in Brazil are still more than half of the population of the country. Between
2005 and 2015 the number of black people murdered increased by 18% and this
also made us the majority of homicide victims, accounting for 71% of all registered
bodies. 'Jah Intervention' is a symbolic walk to exhaustion.
The intervention proposes the preliminary warm-up that precedes a fight of titans in a
boxing ring. The intervention consists of the movement of the performer sensing the
sudden fall when affected by perforations by bullets of semi-automatic weapons.
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LeDomain
a film by Dóra Laky
Music video
2,24 | color | 23 October 2018
Hungary
Director: Dóra Laky
Producer: János Kardos-Horváth
Key Cast:
Controller 1: János Kardos-Horváth
Controller 2: Tibor Kis
Controller 3: Patrik Prommer
Passenger/dancer: Ervin Müller
Passenger/Dancer: Kinga Kovács
Girl without ticket: Csenge Falusi

LeDomain is a music video for a Hungarian alternative rock band's song "ledomain".
This grotesque project was inspired by the reigning kings of Hungarian public
transportation: the ticket controllers. With it's surrealistic approach the video clip tries
to articulate the feelings of an everyday traveller as well as the controllers - who are
all seem to be victims of the system.

